2007 nissan quest engine

Five problems related to engine rattling and whining sounds have been reported for the Nissan
Quest. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics
and reliability analysis of the Nissan Quest based on all problems reported for the Quest. My
van has k miles on it. For the past one year, I have been dealing with a rattle sound in the
engine. It comes on a cold start and would go away after a couple of minutes. My mechanic took
a look and said these Nissan engines have a known issue with the timing chain. Lately the rattle
sound keeps coming for more than 5 minutes. I am afraid this will cause some other problem in
the engine that would stall the engine while running on the road. Nissan should issue a recall
and fix this timing chain issue, which it already knows about. Lately, when I start the car, there
is a rattling sound coming from the engine. It comes for a couple of minutes and then it goes
away. I have noticed it on cold starts. My mechanic says, it could be the timing chain issue.
When I search the Nissan forums, I see a lot of people having this issue. The cost to fix this is
around I am not sure if I should fix this now or wait for Nissan to issue a re-call for this. Since
the rattling sound goes away after a couple of minutes, one part of me tells me I can continue to
drive like this. Another part tells me what if the timing chain fails in a busy highway causing a
crash. Please review and make Nissan issue a re-call for this safety issue. I purchased my
Nissan Quest se January of and after about a year of ownership, the van started to make the
now infamous timing chain rattle noise upon cold starting the van. It would eventually go away
after 10 minutes or more, but its really annoying to have to listen to this loud noise every time I
start my van, and Nissan should be held accountable and offer a free permanent fix to this
problem. The rattling noise began at 45, miles. When I accelerate, a rattling chain sound is heard
from the engine area. I currently have 50, miles on my Nissan Quest. It has to be replaced or it
will eventually do damage to the engine. It's an 8 hr process. The timing chain needs to be
replaced and there's no recall. There is a repair bulletin out but no recall. The speedometer
reads mph when it's at "parked" and sometimes when the engine is turned off. I am driving
60mph on a local road and mph on the freeway. The rear blower turns on by itself when I turn on
the engine. I have to shut off the engine and the blower turns off. The front blower is off during
the entire time. These are repairs that have been experienced by other owners and yet there's
no recall, only service bulletins. Around miles a rattling noise appear, it was diagnosed as the
timing chain, I was told at the dealership that they have a problem with the timing chain but they
do not have a recall. Car Problems. Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds problem 1. Engine
Rattling And Whining Sounds problem 2. Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds problem 3.
Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds problem 4. Engine Rattling And Whining Sounds problem
5. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Timing
Tensioner problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Car
Stall problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine
Shut Off Without Warning problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping
Noises problems. Engine Stall problems. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Quest. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive
type Front wheel drive Transmission 5-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Safety Safety electronic brakeforce distribution yes front
seatbelt pretensioners yes Passenger head restraint whiplash protection system yes 4-wheel
ABS yes Rear door child safety locks yes cornering lights yes engine immobilizer yes
Emergency braking assist yes Passenger airbag occupant sensing deactivation yes remote
anti-theft alarm system yes Front and rear ventilated disc brakes yes 2 front headrests yes tire
pressure monitoring yes traction control yes front, rear and third row head airbags yes. Power
Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote window
operation yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front
leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track
Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place
Drag Coefficient. Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground
clearance 5. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Quest.
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty
Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Quest Inventory. Sign Up.
Beige, leather Beige, cloth Gray, leather Gray, cloth. See Quest Inventory. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Quest. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain
Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 5-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature 2 one-touch
power windows yes Reverse tilt dual mirrors provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes
remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes Heated

mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes
height adjustable passenger seat yes heated passenger seat yes Front leg room Driver seat with
manual adjustable lumbar support yes leather yes Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg
room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb
weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Angle of
approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height Wheel
base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Quest. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr.
Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Quest Inventory. Sign Up. Beige, leather Beige, cloth Gray, leather
Gray, cloth Chili, leather. See Quest Inventory. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. After purchasing
this vehicle and driving home the check engine light came on the vehicle engine reved up but
didn't move then it continued to drive every now and then it did this. No horn no air bags
suspension then felt funny. The contact owns a Nissan Quest. While driving and making a right
turn, the vehicle stalled without warning and the steering wheel became difficult to maneuver.
The vehicle was able to be coasted to the side of the road. The contact waited for a minute and
was able to drive the vehicle; however, the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic for diagnostic testing, but a failure code could not be found. The contact
called ferman Nissan at located at N Florida ave, tampa, fl and was informed to schedule an
appointment. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer due to the diagnostic and repair fees. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage
and VIN were unknown. While driving 30 mph, the fuel gauge moved up and down erratically
and the check engine indicator illuminated. The vehicle was taken to all pro Nissan of dearborn
Michigan ave, dearborn, mi , where it was diagnosed that the fuel level sensor was faulty. The
vehicle was repaired. The contact stated that the symptoms recurred, but the vehicle was not
repaired again. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and did not assist. The failure
mileage was approximately , There are other problems with the vehicle vibrating front end, air
bag light keeps flashing, but the consumers vehicle was not included in the recall. Search
CarComplaints. My van has K miles on it. For the past one year, I have been dealing with a rattle
sound in the engine. It comes on a cold start and would go away after a couple of minutes. My
mechanic took a look and said these Nissan engines have a known issue with the timing chain.
Lately the rattle sound keeps coming for more than 5 minutes. I am afraid this will cause some
other problem in the engine that would stall the engine while running on the road. Nissan
should issue a recall and fix this timing chain issue, which it already knows about. Have taken
car to mechanic at least 3 times and asked for resolution. Mechanics have been unable to
replicate or fix the problem. It is especially prevalent if take foot off gas, coast, then put foot on
gas again. Sometimes the jerk is severe enough to affect the people sitting in the car. It seems
like eventually the car will just not engage and I'll have to leave it on side of road. We were
headed out on a mile trip and wanted to make sure our van was ready. First issue was the
struts. Got those fixed. A week later we were back in because of engine noise and they fixed the
timing chain and tensioners. A few days later again because of engine noise we found out the
wheel bearing needed fixed. I have a problem with defective timing chain tensioning systems. At
about 50, miles the engine started emitting a white smoke, I took to several certified mechanics
and all of them said it needs an engine overhaul with no gurantee that the white smoke will
disappear, the vehicle does not consume coolant or motor oil and has no head gasket engine
damage - Arcaadia, CA, USA. Was stuck in the middle of high speed traffic without any warning.
According to mechanic this is a costly and known issue with Nissan. Where timing chain guide
as permature ware causing time chain to become loose and cuase noise could become a safety
issue. I purchased my Nissan Quest SE January of and after about a year of ownership, the van
started to make the now infamous timing chain rattle noise upon cold starting the van. It would
eventually go away after 10 minutes or more, but its really annoying to have to listen to this loud
noise every time I start my van, and Nissan should be held accountable and offer a free
permanent fix to this problem. I had a problem with the timing chain fixed paid a lot of money
and it's doing it again my mechanic said this specific vehicle has this problem. Secondary
timing chain is going out. While taking my son to school on , my wife called me and said her car
just quit and won't start. Luckily I was off work that day and was able to tow the minivan home.
Thinking it was a minor issue we took it to a mechanic for repair. I expected them to change a
fuel filter or maybe a fuel pump but I was shocked to hear that the timing chain had broken and

is going to need major repair. At only miles this should not be an area of concern. After some
research I've found many lawsuits against Nissan regarding this issue. Nissan knew about the
problem but kept installing the faulty components. They have not issued any recalls and won't
do anything to remedy the problem, even when I spent an extra dollars for the extended
warranty. I realize there is naturally going to be problems with vehicle, but something of this
magnitude is not what your thinking about with under , miles. For Nissan to be aware of the
problem and not address or correct the fault is shameful. Not only did they not correct the
problem, they kept knowingly using the faulty components for years. Our whole society seems
to be relegated to cutting corners, at the expense of others, to get ahead; no matter what the
consequences are. A hose that moves antifreeze coolant into vehicle I believe to be caked a
vacuum hose fell off causing coolant to leak out completely I was told to replace ask motor
mounts which I did and still issue persists.. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not
us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The pressure power steering hose develops a terrible leak. This
type of poor workmanship is totally unacceptable. The fact that it's so difficult to fix a known
problem is unconscionable. Nissan should be ashamed of themselves for taking advantage of
consumers. The leaked caused steering issues on numerouse occasions. It never failed
completely due to the fact that I carried a gallon jug of ps fluid with me everywhere I went. Now,
not only did it take me forever to repair this item, my driveway is an eyesore. Power steering
fluid is a very caustic product and does not clean up therefore it has destroyed my driveway.
When you start to take off at stop sign or red light the transmission jerks an knocks when it
starts changing gears. An sometimes cuts the engine off sometimes inmiddle of traffic. Lately,
when I start the car, there is a rattling sound coming from the engine. It comes for a couple of
minutes and then it goes away. I have noticed it on cold starts. My mechanic says, it could be
the timing chain issue. When I search the Nissan forums, I see a lot of people having this issue.
I am not sure if I should fix this now or wait for Nissan to issue a re-call for this. Since the
rattling sound goes away after a couple of minutes, one part of me tells me I can continue to
drive like this. Another part tells me what if the timing chain fails in a busy highway causing a
crash. Please review and make Nissan issue a re-call for this safety issue. Search
CarComplaints. Tramission actually failed in Sept but I don't remember the milage or date It was
very frustrating. It was fixed in Feb the trasnmission had to be rebuilt, it also got a brand new
radiator I guess it hat a hole in it. Nissan has know abut the issues for a while but fails to be
held accoutable for their faulty transmissions. The contact owns a Nissan Quest. The contact
stated that the fuel gauge level and low fuel warning light failed to function properly. In addition,
the check engine warning light illuminated. The VIN was not included in a manufacturer recall
related to the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was , Driving approximately 45 mph, and engine stalled and cut out. Lost power
steering and power brakes. Needed to make evasive moves to avoid accident and get off road.
Car ran out of gas. Onboard trip display said zero 0 distance till empty, but I do not use this. I
had to get assistance and 1 put less than 1 gallon gas in car. This is extremely dangerous to
lose control of vehicle unexpectedly. I have been driving for over 27 years and have never run
out of gas and have always relied on the gauge, not the trip computer. Please investigate and let
me know what I should do. This is a very dangerous situation. I had 2 kids in the car, and I am
grateful my wife was not driving, as she would have been unable to steer or apply brakes in
such a situation when loss of power occurs under this situation. The trip computer can be
wrong, but the fuel gauge on the dash board should always be correct. Basic principle. While
driving, the car suddenly loses power and comes to a stop. After several attempts to restart the
engine I decided to check the mte and gas gauge which both indicate there is plenty of gas to
continue. I had the battery, alternator and starter checked and they were fine. So I decided to
add more gas then shazam it started. Please inform if there's a recall or how to remedy the
issue. Issue with timing chain noise when car starts. Faulty timing chain idler and tensioner
causes timing chain to be sloppy. This has happened to me on two occasions now. Driving
along in peak traffic and suddenly vehicle shuts off. No power steering and almost involved in
accidents both occasions the first time I was alone the second time I had my grand babies with
me and that was terrifying for them as the other road users where whizzing past and they were
stopped. The low fuel light never came on either time. This needs to be sorted out before some
one gets killed especially as this is used to Transport children Took my Nissan Quest in to the
Nissan dealership for a rattle, vibration and pulsing out of the front end. Service writer tells me
it's a timing chain not belt that needs to be replaced. I asked him if that was the noise I heard I
didn't think that was the issue and I was told they weren't sure and that probably wasn't the

noise I was hearing. The vehicle seems to push and constantly pull to the left. Alignment and
new tires had no effect at all. Sometimes the van seems unstable at entry highway speeds.
Nissan usa clearly doesn't care so I'm hoping you might be able to do something with them. It
was a noise coming under the car we take to mechanic. We take it to the Nissan they said the
same. Asking lotsof money to fix it. This problem is manufacture fault but seems like they don't
care. During regular oil change dealer advised lower "a" arm of suspension and left side engine
mount were defective and needed change. I responded I had extended warranty go ahead.
Dealer stated there was no extended warranty, I needed to pay cash first. I insisted the dealer
send someone to the car a copy of the extended warranty was in the glove compartment. The
dealer finally accepted there was an extended warranty. The anomaly is that the oil drain and
filter are in immediate proximity to the suspension and engine mount and the defects were not
detected during previous oil changes. It was only after the factory warranty expired the defects
were found. The dealer expected no warranty existed and therefore cash would need to be paid.
Cash payment for non-warranty is kept solely by the dealer. My concern is the defects were
found while the vehicle was still under factory warranty and we were sent back out onto the
highway in a defective vehicle waiting for the factory warranty to expire. There is a possibility
dealers are sending dangerous cars back out onto the highway waiting for factory warranties to
expire and not have to split repair fees with corporate. The rattling noise began at 45, miles.
When I accelerate, a rattling chain sound is heard from the engine area. I currently have 50,
miles on my Nissan Quest. It has to be replaced or it will eventually do damage to the engine.
It's an 8 hr process. The timing chain needs to be replaced and there's no recall. There is a
repair bulletin out but no recall. The speedometer reads mph when it's at "parked" and
sometimes when the engine is turned off. I am driving 60mph on a local road a
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nd mph on the freeway. The rear blower turns on by itself when I turn on the engine. I have to
shut off the engine and the blower turns off. The front blower is off during the entire time. These
are repairs that have been experienced by other owners and yet there's no recall, only service
bulletins. I have recently filed a complaint with Nissan usa regarding the timing chain rattling
noise on my Nissan Quest. I was told that the company is not responsible for the repairs since
my car was out of warranty. However, the company has issued service bulletin on this issue
indicating a major design deficiency with chain guide, tensioner and chains. Timing chain is not
supposed to go out at this low miles interval, and noting the various complaints on the web, I
would request that this issue being investigated and be made into a recall for these vehicles.
This can be a safety issue if the chain were to break while operating the vehicle. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:.

